


Every tree has its roots.
Every person has a past.
Every place has its history. 

Yet with all of us so occupied with our lives, we seldom have time to ponder : 
how did it all begin ? 
If only we could take a moment to see everything in retrospect, 
on the very first day when someone made the first move.

Ten stories, ten journeys in life, retold from ten perspectives,
reflecting on families, handicraft, profession and history.

As seasons change, as things come and go, 
we hold on to what ought to be treasured.
Learn from the past before starting anew.  
Change your pace, and keep on walking.

Preface



There’s no taste like home
Imagine a daily schedule like this: eating Cantonese congee for breakfast, Indonesian stir-fry for lunch, Hokkien noodles 
at night, Shanghainese snacks for supper – travelling from north to south with your taste buds.
Those were the days of Craig Au Yeung’s childhood. He developed his sharp sense of taste since then, a gift inherited 
from his mother’s side. With a family root traced as far as to Kinmen, his grandfather was born in Indonesia, studied 
and worked in Shanghai afterwards, then went east to Japan for business while living in Xiamen, before finally residing 
in Hong Kong to flee from the war.
Craig’s grandfather lived as a generous nobleman, enjoying daily delicacies cooked by a Cantonese maid at home. His 
colorful life was literally put on the table, with dishes we could not imagine.

“There was a dish called Salted Fish Curry, where two extremely pungent tastes are blended together, it’s so fresh 
and spicy, I salivate just by thinking about it!” And how could Craig forget the chicken butt? “This was grandpa’s 
favorite, twenty something chicken butts placed in one dish, fried in soy sauce, sugar and herbs, cooking out all the fat. 
I usually don’t get to eat this, not because it’s fat and unhealthy, but because my relatives would snatch them all before 
I could!”
In those days, whether they lived in a mansion or a small apartment, the kitchen was always busy: steamed rice rolls, 
French toast, borscht, black sesame paste dessert, every dish was homemade; meat satay barbeque must be grilled by 
charcoal, and the sauce mixed by themselves. “It was so crazy, the grill was so hot it cracked the floor tiles open.”

Craig’s grandfather not only taught him to love food, he also taught him the rules of dining. He was 
barely 10 years old when he started his “training” to be an epicurean, dining out with Grandpa at 
western restaurants every week, learning table manners and what to order.
While most teenagers ate canned food on their high school trips, Craig and his team mates cooked 
their own meals from farm to table, picking fresh vegetables in the wild. During university, he often 
went out for lunch alone, from expensive places to local joints.“I couldn’t stand canteen food at 
all.” 
When he turned 20, as his grandfather and maid passed away respectively, the days’ glorious 
gourmet slowly faded out; but his persistence and search for the right taste stayed on in his bloodline, 
opening up a whole new creative world for him later.

He published his first cookbook called “Half Full”in 2003, the epidemic year of SARS.“When 
SARS broke out, I couldn’t travel anywhere and was stuck at home with nothing much to do, so I 
thought: why not write a cookbook of food I ate on my journey ?”
While Craig was writing the book, he once visited Central’s Mak An Kee Noodle Shop, and was 
surprised to see only two tables of customers – would food that have always been around one day 
disappear without trace ?
As a result, Craig spent the next two years completing“The Taste of Hong Kong”series, 
interviewing and documenting 140 authentic local cuisines, continuing tradition with a playful tone.

“Someone had to write down word by word how these dishes should be done.”Craig thought.“I 
have a love/hate relationship with this series... I regard it as my payback to Hong Kong. I did what I 
should do.”

Recently, he sets his focus on smaller things in life, retrieving home recipes kept in every household, 
spectacular dishes that had been taken for granted. There’s more to be treasured than taste, and that 
includes generations of life experiences, the history and culture of a hometown or tribe, or it could 
simply carry the love and care to those who mattered.

“Five years before my mother passed away, I asked her to start writing down grandpa’s recipes as 
keepsakes.”Nevertheless, he still thought he should have done it sooner, when his mother was still 
strong enough to cook with him.
As curator of the Taste Library, he is holding a recipe-collecting event, encouraging the public to 
share their old family specialties by writing, taking pictures and videos, with someone they don’t 
know - yet.
The best way to learn a recipe is not by pen and paper, but to cook it together as a family.“The 
collecting process is interesting itself, and it is worth doing, for the sake of our families.”
Recipes collected will be classified in groups to organize cooking workshops. For example, families 
each with their own unique fried vermicelli recipe, may be invited to cook together, to exchange tips 
and thoughts on their homemade dishes.
Warming up before the event, Craig is now going through the recipes his mother left behind, cooking 
up a dish or two, to reminisce about the time when the whole family shared their happiness on the 
dining table.

Taste Library
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Working with mom
If it wasn’t for the unexpected natural disaster, according to Rachel’s plan, she should now be working at a boutique 
hotel in Nepal, starting her life anew.
But her plan came to a halt after Nepal’s 7.8M earthquake last spring.“Two days before departure, Nepal was 
struck by a major earthquake, I had no choice but to go later.” She booked another ticket, but three days before 
heading off, Nepal was struck again, by waves of vigorous aftershocks.
It was a wake up call for Rachel. Maybe it was a kind of sign, that she shouldn’t be leaving at all ?  
Hence she took another path: born to English and Japanese parents, Rachel’s mother Takako had been living with 
her husband in the UK, running a ceramic shop of her own, up until last year when she decided to relocate to 
Hong Kong.  Rachel had already been helping out in her mother’s new shop during her pre-job break. After the 
earthquake struck, she decided to stay in Hong Kong to team up with Mom, running this little shop together.
Though things didn’t go as planned, Rachel was happy to play along, as this shop was the second career that her 
mother had always dreamt of.“Before this ceramic business, my mother had been a banquet caterer for 10 years, 
specializing in fusion cuisine, she even cooked for (Britain’s Prime Minister) David Cameron,”Rachel recalls, telling 
her mother’s story with pride.
 
However, as Takako’s health deteriorated a few years ago, she had to step out from the kitchen. Rachel seized this 
chance to persuade her mother : Haven’t you always wanted to open a ceramic shop ? So what are you waiting for ?
Most 20 something girls would find it unbearable to work and be with Mom 24/7, whereas Rachel is feeling 
grateful.“My mother is the most easygoing person on earth ! My temper is worse than hers.”

This partnership also filled up a blank chapter in their lives.“I went to boarding school since 13 years old, then I 
flew to Japan for university, so I grew up without Mum beside me.”She added with a cheeky smile, “but it’s good 
that she didn’t have to bear my teenage rebellion and angst.”
 
Now, as a grownup and her mother’s business partner, Rachel regularly flies to Japan with Takako, bringing back 
masterpieces from ceramists in the mountain areas of ceramic towns such as Mashiko and Kasama.
The mother and daughter sees beauty from different perspectives : While Takako is into traditional, handmade and 
practical houseware, Rachel has a liking for raw and exceptionally designed artwork.
Their biggest argument so far was over a“lemon,”a light yellow lemon shaped dish.“It’s a bit childish, doesn’t 
look useful to me...”Rachel interrupted Takako,“It’s so cute ! Why not ?”
And life has another surprise for Rachel : one year after living out to her mother’s dream, Rachel grew fond of 
ceramic art and went one step further, taking up ceramic classes.  So far she has attended four lessons, but one day 
she may have a collection of her own, which would sure make mom proud.

Waka Artisans
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M for mommy, not for monster 
Maybe it’s mere coincidence, maybe it’s meant to be - Eunice’s business always had something to do with kids.
It all grew from the love for a sweet pea. A friend of Eunice, who is a French painter, wanted to paint a baby 
chair as a gift for his newborn niece, but could not find any 100% natural, kid-safe paint in Hong Kong.
Eunice, who was an interior designer then, saved the day by ordering an eco-paint from Iceland and Sweden for 
her friend, which later sprung into a business venture.  Together with a female partner, the duo opened a shop 
to sell this one-of-a-kind paint in Hong Kong, free from harmful VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds), such as 
formaldehyde and benzene. With a high vapour pressure at room temperature, an oversaturation of VOC could 
cause allergies, watery eyes, headache, long term damage to the liver, kidneys and nerves, and increase the risk of 
cancer.
VOC is one of the usual suspects that leads to Sick Building Syndrome, a much talked about issue in recent 
years.  While most people are aware of the harm of paint, what they don’t know is that VOC stays in the air 
even when the smell is gone. “One year after renovation, half of the VOC is still around, even if you can’t 
smell anything, it can still affect your health,” Eunice explains.

513 Paint Shop
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The paint shop is as elegant as a grocery in Europe, with paint cans stacked up like little 
jars of jam. All are mixed uniquely by Eunice, with romantic and imaginative names: 

“Marshmallow”stands for white paint, while “Banana Split”is bright yellow,“Figue” 
is for violet, and“Camomille”is beige. How about“Typewriter”? Light Grey, that is ! 
Paints are sold in small jars, making it easier for customers to try them out at home.  
100ml of paint would be enough to decorate half a wall, a piece of furniture or tote bag, 
renovating your home without wasting too much paint.
Since business started, many of Eunice’s customers were mothers who care about their 
children’s health. Within half a year, Eunice became pregnant too. Suddenly realizing 
what being a mother is all about, it changed her perspective as a shop owner to a 
mother, just like her clients.

“It was quite scary,”Eunice smiled with moony eyes.“I kept surfing the net and making 
friends with other mothers, our conversation just goes on and on.”
The paint shop business that started off as an impromptu venture also became more 
personal.“When you think about it, having natural and harmless furniture is definitely 
not enough to raise a child.”

Eunice did not turn into another monster parent. Her concern was not which playgroup 
or classes to take to pave way for her children’s future, but the environment they are 
growing up in.

“Very often in restaurants, I would see parents busy gazing at their smartphones, while 
their son is babysat by an iPad ! ”Eunice does not see eye to eye with these types 
of parents.“If children are used to getting what they want by pushing a button, just 
imagine what kind of person they will become!”
She would rather keep the children’s world as old fashioned and simple as possible. 
There is a special corner in her shop for them, filled with nostalgic and traditional 
handicraft, such as coloring books, eco-friendly wooden toys, detective riddles and simple 
do-it-yourself artwork.
They also started holding family workshops, encouraging parents to do artwork with their 
children, even as simple as doodling.“At least their eyes can rest and leave their little 
screens for a while, sharing an experience and moment by completing a task together.”
She understands that a lot of modern couples have reservations on raising children, even 
her own mother. “To her, the world is in a mess, there’s way too many people, which 
would just make life harder for kids.”
Nevertheless, Eunice chooses to believe that life is a circle, and there is always light at 
the end of the tunnel. “I would try my best to raise my son as a good person, so that he 
could contribute something good to the world in future, and not be a victim.”
Her son is one and a half years old, getting a grip of his little brush, slowly filling in the 
white paper Mommy gave him, with flying colors. 



After 30 years in the textile industry, Mrs. Ho retired in the 1990s. What she didn’t expect was a career revival from the 
apron and bags she made for her daughter, which got overwhelming response and orders from colleagues and friends. 
Kei’s initial plan was idealistic, tailor making bags for every client, adding zippers, hidden compartments and so on; but 
Mrs. Ho shook her head when she saw the sketches: how can a sewing machine at home handle such complicated designs?
Kei did not take Mom’s opposition well and they had a big fight.“We almost disowned each other! We both have strong 
personalities and viewpoints, and wouldn’t compromise.”
Then Mom reminded her of why they’re doing what they’re doing.“Are we making bags for the money or for fun? If 
people like it, they would buy it, if they don’t, game over ! Why bother ?”

So the team started over and stopped taking orders, instead, they picked nice fabrics and made simple, practical bags with 
design. Mrs. Ho would gather bits of rags to make patch quilt bags with a funny name - Fung Bobo !
Kei bought most of the fabrics from textile companies along Ki Lung Street and the fabric market nicknamed “the 
Shack”, all located at Sham Shui Po.“Fabrics from Japan and Taiwan are gorgeous indeed, but Hong Kong also has a 
lot of exported fabric, though they may have some flaws here and there, the quality is similarly good.” With every bag 
done by a local seamstress in Hong Kong with material from local shops, Kei thought that “the feeling would be more 
complete”. 
The project was meant to be for fun at first, so that Mrs. Ho could have something to do after retirement, but Mrs. Ho got 
hooked and could not stop working, even on Winter Solstice or Christmas Day, and asked to resume work two days after 
Chinese New Year. “I teased her : do you need money so badly ?”Kei said, rolling her eyes. 
Mom’s blade is far from rusting, getting sharper than ever.

Better to wear it out than to let it rust – Such is the motto of Mrs. Ho.
With her sewing machine running smooth as silk, a plain piece of fabric turns into a handy bag, from totes to shoppers, in 
just a snap.
Her skills are seen through the details : shoulder straps are widened for extra support ; waterproof fabric is used for lining, 
which also makes it more durable; the bags are sewn up in one act, with the fabric sewn from the inside, hiding all the 
seams, so that they don’t burst open easily.
These bags are sold under the brand name of Ho Kee, with Mrs. Ho as the seamstress, while her daughter Kei is in 
charge of choosing all the fancy fabrics.

The mother and daughter business started with an apron. Two years ago, Kei needed an apron for her ceramics classes, so 
she asked her mom to make her one, which is something very natural to ask for in her family. “My secondary schoolbag 
was sewn by her too, she even made‘qipao’(a Chinese traditional dress) for me with those old-fashioned fabrics.”
Mrs. Ho interrupted: “She once got praised for an A-line dress in her Domestic Science class, that was my work too.”
Mrs. Ho’s handicraft goes hand in hand with the momentous times of Hong Kong’s textile industry. During the end of the 
1940s, civil war in China prompted industrialists from Shanghai to flee to Hong Kong, boosting the local textile industry 
with the capital and labour they brought in;. By the end of the 1970s, textile workers made up 40% of Hong Kong’s 
manufacturing industry. As movie star Po Chu Chan sang in “Long Live the Factory Girls”, this was the golden years 
of factory girls, supporting themselves and their families with a sewing machine, playing the role model of women gaining 
independence and climbing up the social ladder.
However, Mrs. Ho was not your average factory girl, but a much valued head seamstress.“The girls would gather around 
and watch me‘perform’, and then they’d go back to their seats and do it themselves.”She said it in a light tone, but 
with pride. “The boss assigned me to sew the shipment samples used for advertising shots, everything must be perfect.” 

Long live the factory queen

Ho Kee

https://www.facebook.com/hongkonghokee



The story did not end here. Just when Garling learnt about the past, fashion brand WHOSTHATshop invited 
her to collaborate in an exhibition, on“Diminishing Memories”.  
Garling searched through her old family photos right away, and decided to reconstruct the missing years with an 
age-old tradition – a technique called Cyanotype, invented by British physicist John Herschel in 1842. Originally 
used for copying journals, it was later adopted by botanist and photographer Anna Atkins as a way to preserve 
plant specimens, leaving a valuable photographic herbarium behind for generations to come.
Cyanotype is done by mixing potassium ferricyanide and ferric ammonium citrate as a sensitizer, then applying 
on paper, with the negative film placed on top, holding them flat and tight with wooden boards and acrylic 
sheets. When exposed under UV sunlight, positive images will appear on the contact print, and the brown 
colored photosensitive solution will turn into shades of blue, also known as cyan-blue prints.  

Garling, who has been studying textile art and a weaver herself, not only printed her dad’s images on postcards, 
but also on fabrics. There were photos of dad when he was working in Hong Kong, and photos of mom, her 
brother, and herself having fun at the park – though dad was not there to smell the roses.

“Before there was paper, weaving was the way to record culture and history.”
Garling considers both cyanotype and weaving forgotten artwork that should be treasured. Rarely used on textile, 
the afterwash hue of cyanotype fades just like memories - as time goes by, as we grow old, what has happened 
eventually slips away. 
The protagonist of the story visited the exhibition too.

“He was a bit embarrassed and asked me : who’s that guy you printed on the piece of cloth ?”the reserved 
Garling finally smiled.“We are quite a traditional Chinese family, so we never say‘I love you,’but I told my 
father what I always wanted to say through this exhibition.”
Like father like daughter. Garling’s reserved dad left the exhibition without a word.
Nevertheless, something did change.“Daddy didn’t particularly like the idea me pursuing art, from time to time 
he would ask : when are you going to get a real job ?” 
After he saw how focused his daughter was on art, Daddy never asked again. Sometimes, love is better left 
unspoken. 

It was like a scene right out of a soap opera. One day, a relative told her,“You didn’t live with your daddy until 
you turned three.”
Anyone would be shocked, but not Garling, whose heart was filled with guilt instead.“It must be such a hard 
time for Daddy. Without his wife and kids by his side, how did he possibly go through it ?”

It was 1991. Immigration seemed the way to go, so Garling’s dad sent his family off to Australia, while he stayed 
alone in Hong Kong to support them. Garling was still in her mother’s womb then, by the time her family 
reunited in Hong Kong, she was already three years old.

“Maybe I was too young ? I don’t remember this chapter of my life at all,” Garling said, looking puzzled.“People 
always say long distance relationships are dreadful, and I was already in such a relationship with dad since I was 
born !”

Daddy’s blues

WHOSTHATshop
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Kung Lee Herbal Tea

https://www.facebook.com/kungleeherbaltea

How would a restless teenager react if someone asked him to stay at a tiny shop, selling sugar cane juice for the 
rest of his life ? 

“No way !”Man-Chung Chui remembered how he bluntly turned down his parents’ request.“I wanted to have 
fun and enjoy my freedom.”
He was 16, and just graduated from high school. Not cut out to be an academic, he wanted to follow another 
dream: to be a professional bartender. “It’s so cool to be a bartender, you get to meet people, and it’s easy to 
get girls too,”Chung said honestly.
His family business isn’t a bar, but the historical Kung Lee Herbal Tea Shop at 60 Hollywood Road, Sheung 
Wan. Opened since 1948, it was founded by a landowner called Mr. Lam, who had sugar cane fields at Yuen 
Long. After three generations, the shop is now owned by Chi-Sun Chui, with Chung being his eldest son.
How could a 68-year-old shop keep a kid from the world outside? Chung worked in bars, karaoke, Japanese 
restaurants. He became a bartender as he wished, met people from all walks of life, and had lots of girlfriends 
too. But after a few years, he grew tired of all this“Every place is the same, and everyone does the same things 
in clubs, that is to drink until 3, 4 o’clock, and come back again night after night.”

Seven years ago, his father persuaded him again to help out with the family business, and he finally said yes.“I 
thought I’ve been there, done that, it’s time to settle down... as Dad is getting older.”
He took over the business reluctantly, just like his father did 30 years ago. Born in Guangzhou, Mr. Chui was 16 
years old and just completed junior high when he came to Hong Kong. He worked for a relative who was the 
second owner of Kung Lee, but got bored after a few years.

Eager to make his mark, he tried working in an electroplating factory and as a roaster in a Chinese restaurant. 
By the year he got married, his relative decided to retire. With no one to care for Kung Lee, Mr. Chui hesitantly 
agreed to take over business at 27 years old - exactly the same age when his son decided to come home.
Like father like son, they made the same choice at the same point of their lives.

Located in a pre-war building, the family lives upstairs from Kung Lee, and starts their day downstairs, everyday.  
As monotonous as it sounds, Chung gradually realized there is so much to learn from a cup of sugar cane juice.
For example, it is considered a normal practice for other shops to extract juice from unpeeled sugar cane to save 
time, and even soak the sugar cane in sugar water, to make it sweeter.
But Mr. Chui insists on following the rules set out by the founder of Kung Lee 68 years ago - to do it by 
tradition. That is to peel the sugar cane skin before extracting the juice, and simmer it slowly for two hours.

“Raw sugar cane has a grassy smell, the juice would be fresher and sweeter if cooked, and healthier to digest 
too.”Mr. Chui explained. Furthermore, only green skinned sugar canes are used, instead of black skinned ones, 
so that the juice would be sweet and clear.
Tradition was based on respect for the one who started it all. On the flowery walls of Kung Lee, are guidelines 
on“Sugar Cane Planting and Identification,”which specifically required sugar cane be fertilized not by human 
waste or chemicals, but only by peanut bran, to guarantee a sweet and good crop.
Originally written by the founder as a customer guarantee, it became the golden rule for Kung Lee, guiding 
newcomers for half a century to make“the real deal”with the best materials and method possible, for“the 
public good”, as the shop name suggests .

Like the trees growing along the walls, the family business has stayed long enough to witness the crazy changes 
happening around its neighborhood.

“There used to be a lot of shops selling sugar cane juice in Central.”Mr. Chui recalled how he saw them 
close down one by one, with the last one just a minute away from his shop, right across from PMQ (the former 
Dormitory for the Married Police), which also closed 10 years ago. From then on, the only one left in the Central 
West area was Kung Lee.

“No shop owner would want to face closure, usually it’s their children who don’t want to take over.”Chung became 
more nostalgic as he grew older.“If tradition dies out, young people won’t know what Hong Kong used to have.”
Recently, young cultural hipsters are seen taking pictures with the“poster boy”hand-painted on the stone pillars 
at the entrance, who resembled the looks of pop singer Leon Lai. 

“The poster was here since the early 80s, drawn by an art student under the boss’ request to promote their 
new product: the turtle jelly (Guilingao). Ads were all hand-painted in those days.”Mr Chui laughed with 
amusement.“Leon Lai wasn’t even a star yet.”
The young crowd may not be aware that back in the 1960s and 70s, shops like Kung Lee were“hip”places to 
socialize and a“pharmacy”for the poor, who would come and drink a cup of herbal tea to cure their ailments 
and sore throats, instead of seeing a doctor.
Nowadays, Chung’s younger brother, a Design graduate, also joined forces with his brother and father, the three 
of them holding on to the family business, and a common city landscape worth treasuring.

Family rules



Nala Designs

https://www.facebook.com/naladesigns
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Though Lisette wasn’t born Chinese in this life, she integrated her love for Eastern culture into her design, 
including totes, skirts, notebooks and greeting cards inspired by Chinese patterns and colors, as seen in 
old window frames, tiles, ceramic tableware. Chinese people would find her creations all so familiar, with lucky 
symbols of bats, chickens, and coins blended in so well. 
Tropical and chic, Lisette redesigned and modernized some of these patterns, making her design cheerful to carry 
around or decorate your home with.
To her surprise, her design work eventually brought her back to Hong Kong, thanks to Erick, who owns a 
local design shop called GLUE Associates. Erick regards Lisette as friend and mentor, whom he met in the 
Netherlands a few years ago, when he was there to study design. His shop not only sells her homeware and 
stationery, they also worked on some tote designs together. 
After a lifelong journey, in a way, Lisette finally came back to one of the cities she loved most, and continues to 
show her love through her creations.

She named her brand“Nala Designs,”after her daughter Nala, again a gesture influenced by Eastern 
values. "While family and heritage may not be very important for Europeans, Asians hold dear to these beliefs 
and customs since long ago. They know how to care for their children, a love so powerful that it influenced the 
way I raised my own.”
Nala Designs is Lisette’s gift to her daughter, she hopes Nala would be willing to take over when she grows up, 
passing on this family business from generation to generation.
Lisette currently resides in Kuala Lumpur and owns a little shop, while Nala is enrolled in a Chinese school with 
Asian schoolmates, writing and speaking in fluent Chinese, her big eyes looking so gentle and shy, just like a little 
girl from the East.

“If I really had a past life, I was probably a Chinese princess,” joked Lisette, who’s a brunette with a high-
bridged, attractive nose. 
While some Chinese are teased as being“white at heart”for admiring western culture, Lisette goes the other 
way round, interested in everything Chinese, which she saw as fate.
Lisette was born to a Dutch family. Her father a businessman who flew around all the time, and his family 
moved along with him. Born in Singapore, Lisette moved to Hong Kong when she was eight and lived here for 
three years before moving back to the Netherlands. A few years later, she left again for Malaysia and studied 
high school there. She later moved to Belgium, where she studied art. 
While living in different places has enriched her life, it was the 1000 days or so she spent in Hong Kong that she 
treasured the most.“We lived in Stanley, and I enjoyed the local market there. I would ask my mother for a little 
bit of money, and I could spend half a day there. Stanley was a sunny village then, not the tourism spot it is now.”

There is something about Eastern culture, especially Chinese culture, which Lisette finds more intriguing than her 
home country. Her interest in Hong Kong movies, blackwood furniture, stones and jade all came so naturally, as 
if they were inborn. 

“Maybe it was because I was born in Asia. I am sensitive to color and patterns, and places with Chinese heritage 
always have richer aesthetics.”Although Lisette does not speak or read Chinese, she understands the beauty of 
Chinese language, which is amazingly deep in depth,“basically you’ll never get bored.”
Another reason is perhaps related to bloodline, as Lisette’s great-grandmother was a Chinese Indonesian. Years 
ago, Lisette found a yellowish picture of her with a Chinese person. She looked young and had very Eastern 
features, which made Lisette even more fascinated: What kind of a life did she live?

Confessions of a sinophile



Classics Anew
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Now it is much easier to learn Chinese dressmaking, however not many people are interested to 
learn, as the qipao is regarded as difficult to wear, old fashioned, and expensive.

“If the Japanese can mix and match kimono with modern fashion, why can’t we ?”
As a result, Janko established the brand Classics Anew, mixing new and old elements with 
a friendlier cutting, modernizing and reviving the qipao as a one piece dress, rather than a 
traditional costume. 
Janko hopes that one day people will regard wearing the qipao as something normal, something 
you can wear everyday.

“That would make my master so proud,”she said it in an affirmed tone. 
In addition, she is organizing an apprenticeship program this year, to recruit 30 participants 
who are interested and talented in Chinese dressmaking, who would then become trainees and 
later tutors for future workshops.

“I cannot guide them one on one, all I can do is give them a chance and let them be. I will 
teach them as much as I can, so more people can understand the art of dressmaking.”
As Janko’s tai-chi master used to tell her : life is like a luggage, we should let others take 
something out from ours, as much as they can, as nothing could be brought to life’s next 
journey anyway.
Behind the chic and glamour of the modern qipao are young hands that pass on the beauty of 
tradition from the masters.

Roll out a piece of denim, cut out the patterns, sew the pleats, shoulders seams, collars, open 
seams... within hours, the bold, rock style fabric turns into an elegant piece of “qipao” 
(traditional Chinese dress).
That was the first qipao Janko made. It was for an upcycling design competition five years ago, 
with denim material collected from a garment company. She initially joined the completion for 
fun, using a modern approach to reinvent tradition, but the qipao won her a prize, opening up 
the world of Chinese dresses for her.
To prepare for the competition, she took a course at a tailors’ school and met Master Ka-Man 
Yan. Making qipaos for 60 years, Master Yan started as an apprentice when he came to Hong 
Kong in the 1950s. In those days, men wore“cheongsams”and women wore“qipaos.”
Bespoke tailoring was a must, booming businesses for tailors all over the city.

Nowadays, there are only around ten tailors left in Hong Kong that specialize in Chinese 
dresses, and Master Yan is one of them. Much respected among his peers, he designs the qipaos 
worn by the contestants of the Miss Hong Kong Beauty Pageant every year.
Master Yan was Janko’s teacher for her one year course on Chinese dressmaking, but Janko 
was impatient and needed a crash course.“One year was way too long for me, I wanted to 
learn the techniques as soon as possible.”

So she took up the courage and asked Master Yan : would you teach me personally ?
Soon, Janko became Master Yan’s apprentice.  She visited him once every week, in his little 
tailor shop located at a shabby arcade. She would be standing somewhere in the shop with 
her own tools, working on her project, while Master Yan’s worked by her side, occasionally 
checking on her progress, giving advice when necessary.

Their lessons were so casual because there are no rules in designing qipaos, it all depends on 
the figure of the customer.“Master Yan taught me to stay open minded and be flexible when 
making qipaos. For example, if the customer has a humped back, the shoulder seams has to be 
tightened up to make it fit.”Seams are crucial for a qipao to be fit, giving room for tailors to 
make alterations, which is most difficult to master.

“Master Yan often said Chinese dressmaking requires a knack which cannot be taught, you can 
only figure it out for yourself.”Janko appreciates her master’s acceptance of new approaches.“He 
would let me do whatever cutting or stitches I want to, as long as it looks good.”
Everytime, before they can start their lesson, Janko had to fix her teacher’s bamboo ruler first.

“He used the same ruler for so long, all the numbers engraved on it were gone, I have to write 
them back again one by one.”
She also cleaned Master Yan’s air conditioner, and regularly goes to yumcha with him, taking 
care of him like a daughter. 
Janko said such gestures were nothing at all, compared to what Master Yan had been through 
when he was an apprentice. He had to cook for his teacher’s family and take care of his 
children for three whole years, before he can even get hold of the garments. “In those days 
you can only learn by observation, every skill was learnt in a hard way.” 

Dress in glamour



Dixon still remembers his summer holidays four years ago - just when he finished the nightmarish public exams, he was up for another 
challenge.“My teacher asked me to sit down, and handed me a dish: trim this up, then we’ll talk.”

“Trim up”is jargon used in the porcelain painting industry, which means holding a dish (on one hand) while handpainting its 
trim with a writing brush.  
Dixon was 16 years old then. He loved painting and was determined to learn the art of Guangzhou Gilt Hand-painted Porcelain, 
so he went for the most famous Yuet Tung China Works. Founded in 1928, it was the first, and is now the last, remaining 
factory of its kind in Hong Kong. Its star-studded list of clients once included governors, five star hotels, and aristocrats from all 
over the world.
Dixon’s first try didn’t go well, so he wiped it out to repaint it. One of the craftsmen inspected his work and told him,“Come 
again anytime if you want to learn.”
That craftsman was Mr Chi-Hung Tam. Painting porcelain in Yuet Tung for 46 years, he is the only craftsman left in the 
factory who knows how to fully paint this style of porcelain by hand.
From then on, Dixon became his apprentice, visiting the porcelain factory at least once a week to learn the craft and closely 
observing how his teacher worked. Mr Tam would also assign him homework, giving feedback and amendments when he 
handed them in.

Like Dixon, many more came to Yuet Tung to learnt the art of painting, but Dixon was the only one with perseverance. Four 
years later, the Form 3 student grew up to be a freshman at his university’s Faculty of Design.  Besides classic patterns such as roses 
in medallion, fighting cocks, flying dragons, and drifty clouds, Dixon added sketches of Hong Kong in the old craft, such as plans 
of public housing, the Bank of China, Cheung Chau Bun Festival, and also referred to old pictures to repaint the bygone Victoria 
city.  Using only blue and red ink on white porcelain, he warmly nicknamed his work after the popular nylon bag design: Red 
White and Blue.
He held an exhibition at SOIL, a little shop that promotes local handcraft, as the apprentice’s attempt to open up another door 
for the old craft.
Dixon also enjoys the long lost bond of apprenticeship.  When he is not painting, he moves stuff and runs errand for Mr Tam, 
smoking and taking walks together. Dixon is willing to do so, as his teacher taught him everything about hand painting, for free.

“My teacher is quite lenient towards me, the professors in university are what you would call mean!”Dixon laughs.“At least he 
won’t tell me to give up,‘forget about it’ !”
He is indeed the lucky one.  As Mr Tam recalled,“it was hard to learn Guangzhou style porcelain in the old days, the old 
craftsmen were so unwilling to share, if you stepped in any closer, they would immediately put down their brushes.”
Dixon even got to try his hands on the precious“black glaze,”a fine black porcelain ink that has ceased production. All Yuet 
Tung had left was half a small bottle of it, and it was only at Mr Tam’s disposal.

“It is equivalent of a 0.05 technical pen, capable of drawing out the finest line,”Dixon’s eyes shine with glee as he explains. “My 
teacher doesn’t want me to be a pattern-printer, he insist I should first learn how to draw an outline.”
Mr Tam is a strict teacher indeed: nothing Dixon painting over the last four years was allowed to be sent into the kiln for final 
production. “He won’t let me keep my homework, I must wipe them all by myself, that’s so crushing !”
Such harshness was not meant to achieve the perfect craft, as the essence of Guangzhou Porcelain lies in the most unnoticeable 
difference in the detail. That is not considered a fault, but a vivid touch of the craftsman’s personal style.“If there is no style, 
and everything is drawn the same, we might as well use a stamp.”Such is Mr Tam’s motto on handpainting porcelain.  
Though Mr Tam is half a century older than Dixon, the two share a common interest in dinnerware. As a porcelain painter, 
Dixon works under the name“the Bright Mountain at the end of the Grove,”inspired by a scene described in Su Shi’s poem : 
at the very end of the groves, you will see the brightness of the mountain.  What was meant to be a self-encouragement during 
his public exams, fit perfectly with his journey to learn porcelain-painting.

“Everyone sees Guangzhou porcelain as the dinosaur, the sunset industry with no future... come on !”This daring 20 year old 
won’t give up without a fight.“Why are people so sure that there is no way out?  As long as my teacher is willing to teach, 
there is no reason for me to stop learning.”
And Dixon is certainly getting on track: four years ago when he first came to learn handpainting, he could only sit by the 
staircase or corridors; this year, after years of hard work through a sea of ceramics, he finally earned a seat in the factory, with 
his lamp switched on, keeping his elbow steady, drawing line by line.

The bright mountain at the end of the grove

Grove Studio

https://www.facebook.com/grovestudiohk

Yuet Tung China Works

https://www.facebook.com/yuettungchinaworks

Craft By Soil

Staunton / 3F/ S307

http://www.facebook.com/craftbysoil



Walk In Hong Kong

https://www.facebook.com/WalkInHongKong

“The cultural scholar who studied Uncle James’ life spent a few years tracking down his address when he first came to 
Hong Kong in 1949, and finally found an electricity bill with his old house number.”Paul said with excitement.“Eureka 
! This number helped us find out so much more, such as the disastrous fire at Shek Kip Mei in 1953, rows of squatters 
were engulfed in flames, but somehow the fire burnt out at Uncle James’ doorstep, his home miraculously left intact.” 
The riots in 1956 also broke out in front of Wong’s house.“The lyrics he wrote afterwards, the spirit he conveyed in

‘Beneath the Lion Rock,’were all based on personal experiences and history.”

Despite their efforts, such tours may not be appreciated by all – local tours are mostly run by non-governmental 
organizations, charging less than a hundred dollars per head, with the operating cost subsidized by funds and donations. 
Walk In Hong Kong on the other hand runs as a self-financing business and charges a few hundred dollars each, a price 
that would put some people off. Paul guarantees that with the price he charges, participants will get the most authentic, 
in-depth and interesting tour in return, which is all worthwhile.“If we can earn a living by running local tours, then 
more people who are passionate about cultural conservation would join in, creating a priceless social significance.”  
Meanwhile, as a guide, Paul witnessed the fierce and rapid impact of redevelopment on our city.“Buildings we visited 
may be gone six months later.”
Things turned more personal when Paul became a father last fall, adding to his sense of responsibility.“What should I 
leave behind for our children ? Do I just let developers uproot everything ?” 
Besides cultural history and architecture, Paul is keener to pass on a sense of belonging.“If more people could embrace 
the greatness of our hometown, then others would feel it too.”
Paul’s life has a lot more stories yet to tell.

Paul Chan has a resume most of us could only dream of. A law graduate from the University of Hong Kong, he worked 
part-time as a university lecturer, before joining the Food and Environmental Hygiene Department as a Personal 
Assistant in 2008, making him the man of the hour with a whopping salary of $130,000 per month. He was 28.
After the four-year stint, just when everyone thought Paul would continue to work his way up in politics, he left 
everything behind for something totally different – together with three friends, he started a local tour company, “Walk 
In Hong Kong,”in 2013. Armed with an iPad in hand, Paul guides people through the streets and alleys of Hong 
Kong, rediscovering the city step by step.
Paul did not do this for a change of pace, it was more of a leap of faith.“I wanted to step out from my comfort zone, 
do something no one has done before.”

His startup was also a response towards the infamous incident of tour guide“Ah Zhen”, who made headlines by 
berating tourists for refusing compulsive shopping, which also happened in 2013.“When tourists visit a place, they often 
base their first impression on tour guides. The vibe of the city determines what kind of visitors it would attract.”
For someone who has travelled to 85 countries, Paul has got a point. He joined numerous walking tours abroad, some 
of them quite memorable. For example, the one in Budapest, where a local guide took him to Memento Park, a“burial 
ground”not so well known by tourists, filled with monuments and statues pulled down after the fall of Communist rule.

“No matter how much I read about East German Politics, it wasn’t until I visited that place that I understood the 
impact the Soviets had on Hungary.”
While working as Personal Assistant, he got to meet people from all walks of life, people he wouldn’t meet within his 
social circle, which influenced the way he sees Hong Kong.“There is a coffin shop in Sheung Wan that voluntarily 
keeps unclaimed ashes of elderly who lived alone.  They are stored on a shelf at the back of the shop, as an act of 
kindness.”
He keeps these stories in mind and shares it in his tours, showing them the lives of Humans of Hong Kong. The group 
walked along Chun Yeung Street in North Point to learn the lives of Indonesian Chinese, and experienced nightlife in 
Yaumatei. His team also came up with the hilarious“Unapproved Extension and Land Reserve Walking Tour,”where 
the group roams the streets on a rented crane track, visiting allegedly illegal properties of the powerful and rich.

A new tour takes at least one month to organize, checking news files, interviewing related experts, collecting oral history, 
as thorough as a blanket search.
The Movie Location Tour, for example, walked pass the YMCA in Sheung Wan, where director Johnnie To’s movie

“Running on Karma”was filmed, but there was more to it than that.“The famous writer Lu Xun made two important 
speeches here in 1927, urging people“not to play the same old tune.”He mentioned the‘karma’ of foreign powers 
invading China. Years later,“Running on Karma”shared the same theme.
Such subtle coincidences gave the architecture an epochal meaning worth pondering from a cultural perspective.  
Another recent classic is the James Wong Guided Tour, which starts from Sham Shui Po where he used to live, digging 
into the past of this legendary talent, whose life was entwined with Hong Kong’s history.

Walk and talk



People come and go

Like stars in the sky

Time never stops

But life goes on



With every ending comes a brand new start.
Now it’s your turn to write the eleventh story.

to your parents.
to your teacher.
to your children.
to the city.
to who you respect.
to who you love.

Write them a letter and send out this booklet.
Pass on these stories that should be remembered.



Text & Photo : Kit Chan（Instagram.com/chan_kit） 
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